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1. Introduction

In the past, many ovens and various types of hearths of the early and top Middle Ages were analysed in the Slovak and Czech professional literature. Maybe this has been caused also by the fact that this theme made it possible to confront results of archaeological excavations with those of ethnographic research and to seek for mutual and in many cases successful parallels (e.g. Mácala-Podoba 1998). The truth is that ovens for food preparation have only been analysed together with other ovens for special activities (pottery production, metallurgy, etc. – Hruby 1961, Skružny 1963). Some theories argue that open hearths are more suitable for food preparation whereas more complex oven construction used to be connected with a special activity. Bread-baking is one of them and among the oven types created by various authors clay ovens sunk into a loess soil have been most often considered to be used for this activity (Skružny 1963, 1980; Mácala-Podoba 1998, Ruttkay 1990).
These so called bread ovens are known from a number of sites in central Europe that are dated from the 7th-12th centuries (Skružny 1963, 1980; Vignatová 1992). A find of this type is usually represented by a hole sunk into a loess soil with the highest vaulting of 40-60 cm, red-burnt walls of 5-10 cm and a grey-burnt bottom, sometimes stone-lined.

The bottom ground plan is usually of renal, semi-circular up to round shape, east-west oriented.

From later periods (13th century) it is documented that slightly modified ovens with an underground heating duct can serve for food-smoking (Skružny 1980). Archaeological finds of bread ovens are usually excavated on the margin of a settled area outside of the houses (Skružny, Vignatová 1992, p. 90) or they are sunk into the wall of a dwelling (e.g. Breclav-Pohansko: Vignatová 1992, fig. 3). The ovens outside the dwellings and the site area are known from Neolithic sites in Slovakia: in Pác near Trnava (Kolník 1977) or in Horné Lefantovce (Bánesz 1962). These finds were recently enriched by a new exceptional site where ovens from 11th-12th century were excavated in the vicinity (ca. 150 m) of the similar ones from the Late Stone Age (6th millennium B.C.) belonging to the Linear-Pottery culture people. These ovens were revealed in Borovce, distr. of Piešťany, Slovakia, and the finds have not been published yet. The particular situation of Borovce has offered a chance to compare these finds, similar in types but different in history as well as in culture.
2. The characterization of the site of Borovce

Borovce is situated on the terrace of « Trnavská sprášová pahorkatina » (Trnava loess heights), 8 km south-west of a Piešt’any. The site, situated on the southern border of the town, is of polycultural character with remarkable finds mainly from the Late Stone Age (the Linear Pottery culture) and the Early up to Top Middle Ages (8th-13th century). Further less important finds are represented by settlement objects of the Aeneolithic, the Late Bronze Age and the Migration period. The soil of the site consists of a 15-25 m thick loess layer, covered by a 40-120 cm thick « chernozem » soil. The archaeological interest of the rescue excavations was centred on a remarkable cemetery of the 8th-11th century. As the site is situated within the town borders, numerous objects have been damaged by recent building activities, including both medieval ovens. The ovens of different periods were excavated at three different places of the site. They were situated in such a way that imaginal connecting lines between them would create an approximative isosceles triangle with a group of three ovens from the Stone Age in its top and medieval ones on the opposite sides.

3. The characterization of the Late Stone Age ovens

3.1. Oven 1

Oven 1 was the best preserved one and represented at 140 cm depth by a grey-burnt bottom with dimensions of 120 x 135 cm. It had 10 cm thick walls of burnt clay of a high of 60 cm, and a partially preserved vault. Inside the oven fragments of globular vessels of the Late Linear Pottery culture were revealed (see J. Pavuk 1994. S. Šiška 1995. Ilašová-Hovorka 1995 for recent informations on the Linear Pottery culture in Slovakia).

The oven was sunk into a 240 cm deep oval clay pit with a diameter of 8 m whose southern margin continuously passed into a later ditch of the Želiezovce culture.
3.2. Oven 2

Oven 2 was at a distance of 130 cm from oven 1. A grey-blue-burnt bottom of shoe-last shape of 120 x 85 cm has been preserved in a depth of 120 cm, together with 10 cm high remains of burnt walls (7-10 cm thick, Fig.3 : 2)
3.3. Oven 3

The bottom of oven 3, in a depth of 115 cm, had a shoe-last shape with dimensions of 110 x 180 cm. It was made of sparse river pebbles and remains of a grey-blue-burnt bottom passing into the bottom of oven 2. The walls of this oven have not been preserved (Fig.3 : 3). The orientation of all ovens according to their longer axis was approximately north-south. The field situation allow us to presuppose that all ovens were originally sunk into the eastern wall of a clay pit and that differences in their preservation could be connected with damages from later periods.

4. The characterization of the ovens of the 11th-12th cent. A.D.

4.1. Oven 4

Oven 4 was situated approximately 150 m south-east of the ovens 1-3. It was excavated during the building of a family-house basement and so time for its exploration was limited. Its bottom was at a depth of 120 cm, it was only slightly burnt, of an approximately round shape. The oven was sunk into a yellow loess, its vault was 50 cm high and surrounded by 5-10 cm thick red-burnt walls (Fig.3 : 4). The oven filling consisted of dark humus soil with fragmens of vessels of the 11-12th century, animal bones and pieces of charcoal. In front of the oven with west-oriented opening there was a pit with a diameter of 60 cm, that was filled with pieces of charcoal and had a bottom situated 30 cm deeper than that of the oven. This is interpreted as an oven pit. The find situation around the oven was considerably damaged, so we can only presume that it was part of a bigger unidentifiable pit.

4.2. Oven 5

Oven 5 was situated 300 m north of oven 4 and 150 m north-east of the ovens 1-3. It was found during the building of a family-house basement too. It has been damaged in a way that gave us an unusual section of this find (Fig.3 : 5). The oven 5 was probably sunk into the wall of a « house pit », the bottom was 220 cm deep. The functional space was surrounded by the burnt walls of a loess vault (10 cm thick red-burning) and its slightly burnt bottom of circular shape had dimensions of 100 x 70 cm. On the eastern side of the oven a thick layer of pieces of charcoal was found. At the western bottom rim a 20 cm wide strip of charcoal had a length of 80 cm and ended in a small vault (diameter 30 cm) with remarkably burnt walls. The shape of the burning, together with that of a probable smoke outlet, was well observable on the section that had been formed by a corner of the house basement (Fig.3 : 5). On this profile we could see the 5-7 cm red-burnt walls of the vault filled with charcoal and ash deposited aslantly.
The oven fill consisted of vessel fragments of the 11-12th century, charcoal and animal bones. An analogy to this find situation is known from Kudlovice (Czech Republic) where a similar oven sunk into a loessic parent material was excavated. It had a semi-circular ground plan (axis east-west), a width of 120 cm, a depth 40 cm and a height of 30 cm; the walls of the vault were red-burnt on 5-10 cm. The smoke outlet had a diameter of 28-30 cm and it was broken aslantly into the surface of the oven (Skružný 1963, p.240, fig.10). We would like to underline that these smoke outlets of ovens, sunk into a loess soil, could be omitted easily because of their small dimensions and greater distance from the oven. Considering their position closer to the earth surface, they are probably often damaged and only preserved in the form of unidentifiable daub. But the construction of this opening can serve as an evidence for a good knowledge of warm-and cold-air flow. This indicates a certain skill in constructing ovens with the desired heating qualities. Warmth-conducting channels coming from underground ovens are known from finds of ovens of the 15th century, which used to be interpreted as corn of flax drying rooms, or smoking chambers (Skružný 1980, pp.230-231, fig. 8).
5. Conclusions

Comparing the find circumstances of the ovens studied in Borovce, we can state that there is very little or no difference between the Stone-Age ovens and those made in the Middle Ages. Dimensions of burnt bottoms and walls are conspicuously similar: the diameter of the Neolithic ovens was 80-110 cm, the diameter of the medieval ones was 78-110 cm. This observation could support the already stated opinion that these constructions reflect a technical advancement or special needs of a certain community, regardless of its ethnicity (review in Vignatoivá 1992, p.89; Skružný 1980, p.221). Some differences among the ovens of Borovce could be seen in the stages of burning of the bottoms. Two of the Neolithic ovens have grey-burnt bottoms, which means that their temperature had to be higher than 2000°C. These changes in a loess colour in relation to firing temperatures were experimentally tested in Borovce (Stašíšková-Štukovská 1989). The bottoms of the medieval ovens are not burnt, which means that the temperature was lower there. High temperatures are not necessary for bread-baking or food-smoking and this would correspond with the stage of burning of the medieval ovens. The temperature of the Neolithic ovens had to be higher for some time than that needed for bread-baking. This fact, of course, does not exclude this activity, as it is suggested also by other authors, e.g. in connection with pottery ovens in the Middle Ages (Skružný 1980). But the same time the find situation in Borovce supports the hypothesis of T. Kolník articulated in connection with the find of a battery of 15 ovens of the éeliezovce culture (Neolithic) in Pac near Trnava (Slovakia). He suggested that ovens used to serve also for pottery-drying and he issued from findings of O. Sujanova that the Neolithic pottery was not burnt, but only dried in temperatures up to 200°C (Kolník 1978, p.134). He has applied this hypothesis also to the find of a battery consisting of 13 ovens in Lefantovce (Bánesz 1959, 1962).

Fig. 7: Ground plan and profiles of a flax drying room. (After Skružný 1980, fig.8)

This interpretation may be discussed but it is undiscutable that the stage of burning of the walls and the bottoms bear basic information about an oven’s function.

In the case of Borovce, the stage of burning differed not only between the neolithic and the medieval ovens but also between one another. While the medieval ovens were similar
according to their stage of burning, oven 5 presented an oblique smoke outlet, where as in oven 4 such an opening has not been found. Among the neolithic ovens there was a difference in the burning of the bottoms: the ovens 1 and 5 had a strongly burned bottom and oven 3 had a very slightly burnt bottom with pebbles. Maybe future studies of these characteristics could result in more precise interpretation of these « bread ovens ».

As a conclusion we can state that the idea of concentrating heat in an underground vault – which is a good isolator and prevents from heat-loss –, was invented and utilized already in the Neolithic in central Europe. As far as their utility is concerned, these ovens were so effective that there was no need to improve them in later periods.

Fig. 8: Horné Lefantovce – Plan of Neolithic objects with ovens. (After Bánesz 1962, fig.1)
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RÉSUMÉS

Dans cet article les fours du Néolithique ancien et du Haut au Bas Moyen-Age de Borovce en Slovaquie sont décrits avec précision et comparés. Ils sont situés sur des sols loessiques. Sur base des détails structurels, du type de rubéfaction, d’expérimentations et de la littérature, différentes interprétations sont proposées. Celles-ci comprennent la cuisson du pain et le séchage des poteries. En comparant les fours des différentes époques, nous pouvons affirmer qu’il n’y a pas ou peu de différences entre les fours du Néolithique et ceux construits au Moyen-Age. Ces fours étaient si efficaces qu’aucune amélioration ne semble avoir été nécessaire.

In this paper, the ovens of Borovce in Slovakia are described precisely and compared. They date from the Early Neolithic and from Early to Top Middle Ages and are situated on loess. On the basis of details of the construction, type of rubefaction, archaeological experiments and litterature, different interpretations are proposed. These involve breadmaking and the drying of pottery. Comparing the find circumstances of the ovens and those made in the Middle Ages. As far as their use is concerned, these ovens were so effective that there was no need to improve them in later periods.
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